
  

  

Abstract— This paper presents a novel mechanism to 
implement caterpillar-like locomotion. First, the caterpillar-like 
locomotive pattern in nature is investigated and analyzed 
systematically. From a biological point of view, caterpillar 
locomotion can be abstracted as a body wave, called half wave. 
It is simple, but efficient. In this paper, a novel control 
mechanism, maintaining the half wave property, is integrated 
into an improved central pattern generator (CPG) model.  For 
the first time, an asymmetric oscillation is employed on the 
model for gait generation. The movement is proved stable 
according to a kinematic analysis. Modulation is able to use to 
change the shape of the half wave during locomotion. A series of 
simulation shows the feasibility of using asymmetric oscillators 
for locomotion. Furthermore, the latest results obtained 
demonstrate that the proposed asymmetric locomotion 
mechanism is easy to implement while offering a satisfactory 
motion performance in on-site experiments. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Caterpillars are among the most successful climbers and 
can maneuver in complex three-dimensional environments 
[1]. There are three typical kinds of gaits adapted by natural 
caterpillars: forward moving, reverse moving, and rolling [2]. 
As the major “limb” of the caterpillar, the abdominal prolegs 
are employed on segments for the attachment to the substrate 
during the crawling process. From the kinematics viewpoint, 
a caterpillar’s locomotion occurs as a result of serials of body 
waves. Here we define the wave propagation along the 
caterpillars’ body as “half-wave” locomotion according to the 
shape of the body during the movement. This kind of 
locomotion mechanism is simple, but efficient. That is one of 
the reasons why we have an interest not only in understanding 
their locomotion principle but also in trying to build a control 
model to realize it. 

A caterpillar-like configuration constitutes a modular 
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design in a single chain and can be implemented to meet the 
requirements of flexible locomotion and lightweight 
structures [3]. For the locomotion control mechanism of the 
single chain type robots, the employed approaches include the 
following ideas. By analyzing the kinematics of snake motion, 
Hirose first designed a serpentine gait [4]. Kinematical 
models of the snake are used to set the joint angles along the 
body of the robot. In contrast to this method, Mark Yim 
developed a “gait control table” for discrete position control 
[5]. It permits the definition of sequences of movement 
“frame by frame”. The sine-based method takes advantage of 
the explicit phase difference that exists in limbless animals to 
generate an effective gait. Based on a sinusoidal curve, 
Hatton et al. explored the use of chain fitting and wave 
extraction to generate rolling gaits for snake robots [6]. A 
CPG-based method is also widely used for locomotion 
control, which will be discussed in related work. 

The research presented in this paper is related to our 
on-going DFG project “Biologically Inspired Modular 
Climbing Caterpillar Robot Using Passive Adhesion” 
(BICCA), in which we will combine climbing techniques 
with the concept of a modular robot to create a novel climbing 
caterpillar robot [7]. A hybrid control architecture including a 
reflex level, CPGs with biological locomotion features and a 
learning algorithm for sensor-servo-based behavior control is 
designed for the motion system. Here, we will concentrate our 
efforts on designing the low-level locomotion control 
mechanism that features caterpillar-like locomotive 
characteristics. The contributions of the research in this paper 
lie in the following points. First, this paper is devoted to a 
novel locomotion mechanism featuring caterpillar motion 
characteristics. This is the first time that a new integrated 
CPG model to generate an asymmetric oscillation is designed 
and proved feasible as a possible method for various 
caterpillar-like movements which are similar to those in 
nature. Second, the research work is not only tested in a 
simulation, but also in on-site tests. A series of successful 
on-site tests are provided to confirm the proposed CPG model 
and the locomotion efficiency.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The 
characteristics of caterpillar locomotion and CPG-based 
control models are outlined in Section II. Section III analyzes 
the stability of locomotion using asymmetric oscillation on 
each segment. Then the detail of asymmetric oscillator design 
is introduced in Section IV. Section V presents on-site 
experiment to verify the principles. Finally, a conclusion is 
given.  
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II. RELATED WORK 

Two parts of related work will be presented here: the 
caterpillar locomotion and the CPG-based control models. 

A. Caterpillar Locomotion 
Caterpillar locomotion is achieved by serials of body 

waves. During locomotion a half wave runs along the 
caterpillar’s body from tail to head, which produces a 
characteristic travelling ‘hump’ on the caterpillar’s back. A 
step cycle begins with lifting up the terminal proleg (TP). The 
TP moves forward until it anchors the tail one step ahead. 
Once the TP is set, a half wave forms and propagates forward. 
As far as the head segment attaches to the substrate, the half 
wave disappears and one cycle is completed, as shown in    
Fig. 1(a). 

In each segment, a stance phase and a swing phase appear 
alternately during the stepping pattern [8]. There is no further 
movement for the segments in the stance phase until the next 
cycle occurs. Fig. 1(b) shows the two phases and relative 
timing of proleg movement during one step cycle. Different 
muscles, acting like motors, are phase-delayed in different 
segments [9].  

B. CPG-based Control Models 
In robotics, CPGs work as an elegant solution for online 

trajectory generation [10]. Here a few representative CPG 
models are exhibited on different principles and different 
levels of detail modeling. 

The first one is a bio-inspired model. Herrero-Carrón et al. 
designed a model for worm-like locomotion [11]. The 
neurons modeled with a rich-dynamics iterated map generate 
rhythmic activity in the form of bursts of spikes. This CPG 

model retains most biological properties. However, the 
complexity of the model as well as its poor modulation 
capability offset its effectiveness. The second one, which is 
implemented on the M-TRAN robot, has powerful 
adaptability for locomotion, such as dynamic walking and 
running on uneven ground [12]. In their model, the CPG is 
comprised of two mutually inhibiting neurons. The 
disadvantage of this model is that it is not easy to modulate 
with explicit parameters. Last, Ijspeert et al. use a high-level 
abstraction of CPG activity. Their model is designed to 
display a limit cycle corresponding to a circle in a cartesian 
plane [13]. The nonlinear oscillator is provided with 
amplitude, frequency and phase difference parameters to 
shape the body wave. Coordination of different modules is 
achieved through explicit knowledge of the relevant phases of 
oscillation within each circle. 

According to the investigation of different CPG models, in 
the next sections, we will combine a CPG model with the 
locomotive properties of caterpillars to achieve 
caterpillar-like locomotion.  

III. KINEMATIC ANALYSIS 
In this section, we concentrate on analyzing the kinematics 

of the half wave. Because there is no movement when the 
caterpillar’s segments are in the stance phase, only the 
segments in the swing phase are depicted in the following 
analysis. 

A. Body shape analysis 
To study the body shape of the so called “half wave” 

during caterpillar-like movement, a wired model is employed 
as the segment of the caterpillar-like robot, as shown in  Fig. 
2(a).  It is assumed that a positive angle α is generated when 
the right side bends upwards, while a negative angle is 
produced if it bends downwards. 

Fig. 2(b) shows two types of “half wave” and its angle α 
oscillating over discrete time (T1, T2…). Although each body 
shape has a different number of segments, both of them reveal 
that the segment in the middle of the body arc bends 
oppositely twice as much as the segments at the ends. In this 
case, all the segments in each half wave have an asymmetric 
oscillation with a ratio of 2, as shown in the right of Fig. 2(b). 
Fig. 2(c) depicts how a half wave is generated over a discrete 
time sequence if the oscillating ratio reaches 2. At time T4, the 
robot model lifts its tail. Then, a full half wave is generated 
after the tail is set on the ground at time T6. Finally, the time 
T8 presents a propagation of half wave from tail to head. The 
following sections will analyze a continuous time oscillation 
more systematically. 

B. Joint Analysis 
Assume that there is a large enough number of segments so 

that the body arc in the half wave is totally included during 
propagation. The fundamental requirement of caterpillar-like 
locomotion is that both ends of the robot should be parallel to 
the ground. The sum of joints in the half wave determines the 
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Fig. 1.  Caterpillar locomotive features. (a) Kinematics of caterpillar 
locomotion. A half wave propagates forward from the tail to the head. 
A step length forms after one step cycle. The figure is cited from [2].   
(b) The relative timing of the stance and swing phase of each proleg. 
Phase lag exists during a crawl. The figure is cited from [8]. 



  

angle at both ends, as shown in Fig. 3(a). The requirement can 
be expressed as: 
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where αi is the angle of the ith joint in the half wave. To make 
continuous oscillation, the segments in the half wave can be 
written as a sinusoidal function with a sign function sgn(): 
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Similar to the discrete time sequence, the angle variation of 
each segment in the swing phase lasts a period of 3π/ω0, as 
shown in Fig. 3(b). Assume that the phase difference φ0 
satisfies the equation (3): 
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Combining (2) with (3), the number of segments m in the 
body arc should be:  
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According to (2), (3) and (4), the sum of the angles in the half 
wave is:  
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The same result is achieved when ωt reaches kπ. Note that 
both ends of the body are able to be parallel to the ground 
except for the body arc. From the locomotion point of view, 
the body shape featuring parallel ends provides the robot with 
a basic stability for its motion.  

C. Vertical Displacement Analysis 
  

The stability of the locomotion is not only related to the 
angles between both ends of the body, but also associated 
with the vertical displacement of both ends, as seen in Fig. 4. 
Via the geometry method, the vertical displacement at both 
ends is easy to achieve. 

We set the origin at the left end of the robot and use Pi in 
equation (6) to represent the position of the ith joint from the 
origin. The relation of the joint positions is in equation (7): 
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where L is the module length. R is the rotation matrix.  The 
vertical displacement of both ends is now represented as: 
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Fig. 4.  Vertical displacement analysis. The vertical displacement at 
both ends has an effect on stable movement. 
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Fig. 5.  The variation of vertical displacement. The collision area is 
derived from equation (7). The absolute value of vertical displacement 
is sharply reduced when the phase difference satisfies equation (3). 
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Fig. 3.  Joint analysis. (a) The angles at both ends are determined by the 
sum of joints in the half wave. (b) Asymmetric oscillation over 
continuous time. 

 
 

Fig. 2.  Body shape analysis. (a) Wired model. (b) Two types of half 
wave, as well as their angle variation over discrete time. (c) Half wave 
generation over discrete time with an asymmetric oscillating ratio of 2.
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where m is the number of the segment in the half wave. Fig. 5 
shows the absolute maximum value of vertical displacement 
in one cycle (|Δy|max) with arbitrary amplitude and phase 
difference. Notice there is a collision happened when the 
amplitude is set improper. Compared to the module length 
(76 mm), there is almost no vertical displacement (less than 1 
mm) at either end when the phase difference satisfies 
equation (3).  

IV. ASYMMETRIC OSCILLATOR DESIGN 
In this section, the CPG-based locomotion control 

architecture is improved taking the aforementioned 
continuous oscillation into account. A modular robot is used 
as a test-bed of our approach.  

A. CPG model design 
As shown in Fig. 6, the modular robot with pitch-pitch 

connection is controlled by servomotors. In the CPG network, 
each oscillator comprises two mutually inhibiting neurons, as 
well as a motor neuron which is responsible for driving the 
corresponding actuated joint on the modular robot. The 
oscillators set coupling bilaterally. A chain topology is 
formed to synchronize oscillators with desired phase 
difference. In addition to the CPG network, the enable signal 
is used to transform the state of the segment from the swing 
phase to the stance phase and back. The servomotor is set to 
zero value by use of the enable signal if the segment switches 
to the stance phase. Otherwise, it receives the CPG output as 
the desired value in the swing phase. 

A CPG model is applied to each segment, as seen in Fig. 7. 
The model consists of three functional components. In the 
“signal generation” part, two types of coupling are employed 
for the purpose of phase lag generation. The ipsilateral 
coupling ensures a locking phenomenon among connected 
oscillators, while the contralateral coupling enables the two 
inhibiting neurons e and f to arrive at a steady anti-phase state 
after some oscillatory cycles. To further process the output of 
the two neurons, non-negative operation as well as 

asymmetric oscillating weight distribution is added as the 
“signal procession” component. In the “signal filtering” part, 
an enable signal influencing the motor neuron M is used to 
filter the integrated output periodically.  

The dynamic system of coupled oscillators in the “signal 
generation” part is referenced from [14]: 
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where x and y are the state variables of the neuron. The 
variable r stands for the radius in the polar coordinated 
system. The parameters A, ω and φ represent the intrinsic 
amplitude, frequency and phase difference separately. In the 
coupling part C, a coupling weight w is defined between two 
connected neurons. The subscript j stands for the ipsilateral 
neighboring neurons that connect to the ith neuron. The 
second term in equation (11) is the coupling between 
contralateral neurons, which indicates an anti-phase 
oscillating between the e and f neurons. 

In order to integrate the swing phase and stance phase, as 
well as an asymmetric oscillating into each oscillator, the 
following additional equations are employed: 
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The variable u records the non-negative value of the neuron. 
The enable signal En is defined piecewise, depending on the 
specific time when the motor neuron fires. The variable tf  is 
set as the times when the output of the motor neuron crosses a 
given threshold. As the neuron fires, a swing phase of the 
locomotion is considered to have occurred. Otherwise, the 
neuron will keep silent in the stance phase. Given the fact that 
the two inhibiting neurons in the oscillators will coordinate in 
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Fig. 7.  CPG oscillator. The CPG oscillator consists of three 
components. Each component plays a role for signal output. As a 
result, the processed signal, which is also the desired angle, directly 
drives the segment joint. 

 
 

Fig. 6.  CPG architecture. The CPG network involving a chain of 
coupled oscillators has an effect on the pitch-pitch connected modular 
robot. The enable signal drives the oscillators alternately into the swing 
and stance phase. 



  

 
the two inhibiting neurons in the oscillators will coordinate in 
the anti-phase, the output of the motor neuron out is a 
function oscillating by means of  the two weight parameters 
me and mf.  

B. Caterpillar-like Locomotion Simulation 
We tested the caterpillar-like locomotion using the CPG 

model with the parameters shown in Table I. Fig. 8 shows that 
the CPG model can generate a rhythmic pattern for each 
segment joint. It is noted that the swing phase and the stance   
phase appear alternately in one cycle.  Furthermore, the 

parameters enable the model to modulate smoothly online. 
In open dynamic engine (ODE) simulation [15], we 

implemented the model using the numerical method. Fig. 9 
illustrates a complete process of a step cycle. We divide one 
cycle of the movement into 3 parts: construction, propagation 
and destruction phases. At the beginning, the robot anchors a 
step length ahead from the tail. The robot then displays an ‘Ω’ 
curve in the propagation phase where both ends are parallel to 
the ground. Finally the half wave is destructed with the head 
attached to the ground. Obviously, the movement pattern is 
similar to the behavior of caterpillars in the natural world.  

V. ON-SITE EXPERIMENT 

An on-site experiment was carried out to illustrate how the 
robot performs in the real world. It compared the locomotive 
pattern of the robot and real caterpillars in nature. The 
experimental setup is shown in Fig. 10. 

Fig. 11 shows the caterpillar-like gait as implemented in 
the modular robot. The displacement in the horizontal 
direction over time for each joint is shown in Fig. 12. The 
robot achieves a mean speed of about 1.4 cm/s. Compared 
with [16], the movement in the horizontal direction is the 
same except for the head segment. The head of the real 
caterpillar moves almost continuously, while the head 
segment of the robot moves cyclically. In spite of that, the 
difference does not seriously affect the movement. 

In [17], Trimmer et al. have researched the crawling speed 
and stride frequency of caterpillars for proleg A3 (see Fig. 
1(b)) in the horizontal orientation. Considering the position of 
A3, we analyzed joint α4 of the robot, following the 
methodology in [18], as seen in Fig. 13. The top panel shows 
the periodic discipline for the displacement in the y-plane. In 
the bottom panel, the instantaneous rate is measured and 
smoothed based on video tracking. The horizontal velocity 

 
Fig. 11.  On-site experiment. A complete stepping cycle covers an 
approximate period of 4.8 s.  

 

Fig. 10.  On-site experimental setup. The modular robot is colored in 
each segment for video tracking. 

       λΔ  
Fig. 9.  One step cycle of caterpillar-like locomotion. Three phases 
emerge in this process. As the result of one step cycle, the robot moves 
forward in a step length Δλ. 
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Fig. 8.  Output pattern of CPG. The color bars indicate the duration of 
the swing phase for each segment joint. Otherwise a stance phase occurs 
in the cycle. The amplitude and frequency are doubled at t = 30 sec. The 
joints are coordinated in a few seconds. 

TABLE I 
PARAMETERS OF THE CPG NETWORK 

Parameters Values Description 
ω  ( ]π2,0  Oscillatory frequency 
w  2.0 Coupling weight 

me, mf 1, 2 Oscillatory ratio 
A  ( ]4/,0 π  Desired amplitude 
ϕ  )2(  / ≥nnπ  Desired phase difference 
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varies in the swing phase and goes back to zero value when 
the segment switches to the stance phase. It is observed that a 
peak rate emerges when the displacement in the y-plane 
almost achieves maximum value. Here as in [18], there is the 
same trend of the maximum horizontal velocity and vertical 
displacement in the segment essentially being in phase. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
Since movement in robotics usually derives from nature, it 

is promising to involve biological features into control 
mechanism design. In this paper we introduced a novel 
mechanism for caterpillar-like locomotion using asymmetric 
oscillation. The motion pattern is first analyzed and proved 
stable according to the shape of a half wave. An asymmetric 
oscillation is employed for half wave generation. Then, the 
locomotive properties of caterpillars, including the state 
transition and phase delay between segments, are well 
blended into the model. Finally, through on-site experiment 
we have confirmed the feasibility of the newly designed 
control model. 

Currently, we just carried out the first step on the design of 
the hierarchical control system. Our future work will attempt 
to add a reflex layer and integrate sensory feedback into the 
system to realize adaptive caterpillar-like locomotion. This 
will allow the robot to achieve more reasonable movement 
with the help of sensor information. 
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Fig. 13.  Data analysis for joint α4 according to video tracking. The 
maximum velocity in the x-plane and the maximum displacement in 
the y-plane are almost in phase. 
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Fig. 12.  The horizontal displacement with respect to time. It shows a 
cyclical forward locomotion with an approximate overall speed of 1.4 
cm/s. 
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